Introduction.-This paper is a continuation of a paper by the senior writer entitled "The geometry of isogonal and equi-tangential series," published in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 42, no. 1, . This joint paper may be read independently of the preceding paper.
First, -we define two simple operations or transformations on the lineal elements of the plane. A turn Ta converts each element into one having the same point and a direction making a fixe-d angle a with the original direction. By a slide Sk, the line of the element remains the same and the point moves along the line a fixed distance k.
We term co 1 elements to be a series of elements; this includes a union (curve or point) as a special case. By applying a turn Ta to the elements of a union, we obtain a series which we call an isogonal series. When a slide Sk is applied to the elements of a union, the resulting series is said to be an equi-tangential series.
In the earlier paper, it was shown that the totality of all element transformations may be divided into two distinct classes with respect to the number of isogonal (or equi-tangential) series which are carried into isogonal (or equi-tangential) series; namely, 1°-those which carry allc' isogonal (or equi-tangential) series into isogonal (or equi-tangential) series. Any transformation of this class is the product of a conformal transformation by a turn (or the product of an equi-long transformation by a magnification by a slide); 2°-those which carry no more than co4 isogonal (or equi-tangential) series into isogonal (or equi-tangential) series. In this paper, it is our purpose to give a more extensive classification of the element transformations with respect to the precise number of isogonal (or equi-tangential) series which are transformed into isogonal (or equi-tangential) series.
UNIONS INTO ISOGONAL SERIES.-THEOREM 1. All element transformations are classified into four distinct classes with respect to the number, of uni6ons which are converted into isogonal series.
The classes are described as follows:
10. Those transformations which convert all (co ) unions into isogonal series. Any transformation T of this class is the product of a contact transformation by a turn. These transformations form a group.
20. Those which convert a single two-parameter (co 2) family of unions into isogonal series, and no other family of unions of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is characterized by the following three properties: (a) All points are converted into points; (b) If C is the associated contact transformation (formed by extending the point transformation), the angle 0 between the elements T (E) and C (E) is the same for every element E on any point P; (c) The angle 0 is not the same for all points P.
The single two-parameter family of unions which become isogonal series are, of course, the co2 points which become points. Also, for any transformation of this class, there exists a single one-parameter (co t) family of unions which become isogonal series which are not all unions.
3°. Those which convert two two-parameter (2 co 2) families of unions into isogonal series, and no other families of unions of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is such that it carries a'2 unions into points, and such that it does not belong to the classes 10 or 20. % One of the two two-parameter families of unions which become isogonal series is the set of ao2 unions which become points. The other two-parameter family of unions become isogonal series (not all unions).
40. Those which convert one three-parameter (a' 3) family of unions into isogonal series. Any transformation T of this class is characterized by the fact that there do not exist a 2 unions which are converted into points. This is the most general case.
ISOGONAL SERIES INTO ISOGONAL SERIES.-THEOREM 2. All element transformations are classified into four distinct classes with respect to the number of isogonal series which are transformed into isogonal series.
These classes are characterized as follows: 10. Those which convert all (cx ) isogonal series into isogonal series. Any transformation T of this group is the product of a conformal transformation by a turn.
20. Those which convert two two-parameter (2 o 2) families of isogonal series into isogonal series, and no other family of isogonal series of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is characterized by the following four properties: (a) All points are transformed into points; (b) The associated contact transformation C of T is conformal; (c) The angle 0 between the directions of C (E) and T (E) is the same for all elements E on any point P; (d) The angle 0 is not the same for all points P.
One of the two two-parameter families of isogonal series which become isogonal series is the set of co 2 points which are transformed into points. The other two-parameter family of isogonal series become isogonal series (not all points).
3°. Those which convert a single three-parameter (co 3) family of isogonal series into isogonal series, and no other family of isogonal series of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is such that it converts the Co 2 points into points and such that it does not belong to the classes 10 or 20. 40. Those which convert a single four-parameter (o 4) family of isogonal series into isogonal series, and no other family of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation of this class is such that it does not transform the co 2 points into points.
UNIONS INTO EQUI-TAMGENTIAL SERIES.-THEoREM 3. All element transformations are classified into four distinct classes with respect to the number of unions which become equi-tangential series.
These classes are:
10. Those which convert all (o@ ') unions into equi-tangential series. Any transformation T of this group is the product of a contact transformation by a slide. 0 2°. Those which convert a single two-parameter (co 2) family of unions into equi-tangential series, and no other family of unions of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is characterized by the following three properties: (a) All straight lines are transformed into straight lines; (b) If C is the associated contact transformation, the distance d between the points of T (E) and C (E) is the same for all elements E on any line 1; (c) The Those which convert two two-parameter (2 oo 2) families of unions into equi-tangential series, and no other family of unions of higher or equal number of parameters. These transformations are such that they transform a 2 unions into straight lines and such that they do not belong to the classes 10 or 20.
Of course, one of the two-parameter families of unions which become equi-tangential series is the set of a 2 unions which are transformed into straight lines. The other two-parameter family of unions are carried into equi-tangential series which are not all unions.
4°. Those which convert a single three-parameter ( a) 3) family of unions into equi-tangential series, and no other family of unions of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is such that it transforms no set of a) 2 unions into straight lines.
EQUI-TANGENTIAL SERIES INTO EQUI-TANGENTIALSERIES. -THEOREM 4. The element transformations are classified into five distinct classes with respect to the number of equi-tangential series which become equitangential series.
These classes are defined as follows:
10. Those which convert all (o ') equi-tangential series into equitangential series. Any transformation T of this group must be the product of an equi-long transformation by a magnification by a slide. 20. Those which convert a single two-parameter (c 2) family of equitangential series into equi-tangential series, and no other family of equitangential series of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is characterized by the following five properties: (a) All the straight lines are transformed into straight lines; (b) If C is the associated contact transformation, then under C the distance between the points of every two elements on any line I is magnified by the same quantity m; (c) The quantity m is the same for all parallel straight lines; (d) The distance between the points of C (E) and T (E) is the same for all parallel elements; (e) The transformation T does not belong to the class 10.
For any transformation of this class, the only equi-tangential series which become equi-tangential series are the a) 2 straight lines which are carried into straight lines.
3°. Those which convert two two-parameter (20o2) families of equitangential series into equi-tangential series, and no other family of equitangential series of higher or equal number of parameters. Any trans-formation T of this class is characterized by the following four properties: (a) All straight lines become straight lines; (b) If C is the associated contact transformation, then C converts all parallel straight lines into parallel straight lines; (c) The distance d between the points of T (E) and C (E) is the same for all elements E on any straight line 1; (d) The transformation T does not belong to the classes 10 or 20.
One of the two-parameter families of equi-tangential series which are converted into equi-tangential series are the co2 straight lines which are converted into straight lines. The other two-parameter family of equitangential series become equi-tangential series which are not unions.
40. Those which convert a single three-parameter (oo 3) family of equitangential series into equi-tangential series, and no other family of equitangential series of higher or equal number of parameters. The transformations of this class are such that they carry the co 2 straight lines into straight lines and such that they do not belong to the classes 10, 2°or 30.
5°. Those which convert a single four-parameter ( 00 4) family of equitangential series into equi-tangential series, and no other family of equitangential series of higher or equal number of parameters. Any transformation T of this class is such that it does not convert the o 2 straight lines into straight lines.
The In studying the applications of the theory of Hilbert space to partial differential operators of the form L --a8P(x' Y)a X -a P(x' Y)aay + q(x, y) ,
we have considered the following problem: given a bounded set E in the (x, y)-plane with a smooth curve C as boundary, and the functions p(x, y) and q(x, y) defined and appropriately restricted on E, to characterize those boundary conditions on a function and its normal derivative 4t
